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ABSTRACT
Upgrading or migrating a build system can be a daunting
task. Complete build system migration requires significant
effort. To make the process more effective, we automated the
first steps of migration, and attempted to analyze the new
build results to find anomalies. Our findings show promise
for automation as a first step of migration, and we see that
automated evaluation could have some potential.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The build automation system is an integral part of most mod-
ern software projects; it automatically transforms the source
code into software. Building fast and with reliable results is
essential to the fast pace of modern software development.
Large software systems often require multiple commands for
compiling, building and including dependencies. Doing this
manually is infeasible at any scale beyond simple programs.

Build automation tools attempt to solve this by automating
the process, often including automated testing and verifica-
tion, so that developers get direct feedback on their changes.
In order to support the developers, this workflow needs to
be fast enough to reflect changes within reasonable time,
so that developers aren’t stuck waiting for builds instead of
doing productive work.
When the project exceeds the complexity for a single de-

veloper to grasp, changes in code can have effects in unex-
pected parts of the system. If a dependency has been added
and is not specified to the build system, this leads to incon-
sistencies during the build and runtime [10]. Maintaining
a consistent build system for an evolving project requires
a significant amount of maintenance effort during develop-
ment [12]. To reduce maintenance overhead and build times,
migrating to a modern build system could be a promising al-
ternative [11]. Modern build systems commonly use stronger
dependency tracking, which reduces unknown factors to en-
sure reliability, as well as faster builds with parallelism and
caching. Unfortunately, the process of migrating from an
existing build system to a new one is both time consuming
and error-prone. During the migration to a new build system,

identifying errors, inconsistencies, or what may have been
left behind has been proven difficult [1, 11].

Research questions
Build system migration is a long process, but it could be
divided into multiple different steps. We look at a few of
these initial steps, and see how they could be automated.
(RQ1) Which initial steps of the migration process can be

automated?
(RQ2) What challenges arise when automating this process?
(RQ3) Can anomalies be identified by analysing the similarity

of build artifacts?

Project scope
We automate the first steps in the build system migration
process for one single project from a larger ecosystem. We
have chosen to limit our scope to an initial set of steps:

• Target identification
• Source and dependency identification
• Generation of new build configuration

We believe that these steps could be sufficient to migrate the
bulk of the information from the original configuration. We
will migrate build configuration for a project that consists of
59 individual libraries, with 113 explicit build targets. The
original build system that is used for this project is used
within the organization, not only for this project, but for a
diverse set of teams with differing requirements.

Setup
The source code project is written in C/C++ and utilizes an
internal build system based on Make (“Alfred”). Bazel1 has
been chosen as the new build system candidate, following
some criteria and preferences not covered in this paper. The
working environment is on Linux systems and the compiler
toolchain used by all build configurations is GCC2.

2 THEORY
The evolution of a new build system is—like most software—
of an iterative nature. A new system is continuously im-
proved through many stages of prototyping. For each new

1https://bazel.build/
2http://www.gnu.org/software/gcc/
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version of the build system, someone has to evaluate the
system to see if it does what’s expected.

A large study of the issues in build system migration [14]
bring forth two very relevant requirements for our migration,
namely requirements gathering and effective evaluation. In
order to design a new build system; first you ought to gather
requirements from project stakeholders to ensure that the
new system fulfills their needs. Secondly, you need some
type of success criteria for effective evaluation.

Evaluation
Verifying the validity or correctness of a new build system
is done in a multitude of ways. In an ideal world, the build
process would be deterministic. If a fixed set of input always
produces the same output, one could simply compare the
build results byte by byte. Levenshtein distance [7] is a com-
mon method to find the byte-wise similarities between two
strings of bytes, instead of simply looking at direct equality.
It could reasonably be employed in an attempt to produce a
score that tells the difference between the built files, before
and after. Unfortunately, there are often too many contribut-
ing factors that affect the built results (especially after a com-
plete build system migration), and without deeper analysis;
it’s difficult tell what changed.
In reality, this evaluation is likely done by QA personnel

who manually review the prototype [14], together with tra-
ditional testing of the resulting software. Verifying the build
system this way can be time consuming and requires the
time and involvement from more project stakeholders, slow-
ing down the evolution of the new system. When production
code and tests are interleaved, then everything needs to be
migrated before you can get any test results to verify. The
iterative nature of build system migration makes faster and
earlier feedback desirable.

In [6], static analysis was proposed to verify whether two
source files have the same functionality after refactoring,
without running unit tests. The authors concluded that static
analysis yielded faster feedback and could be used when
debugging code and identifying semantic differences. This
is strengthened by [5] which goes in depth to show condi-
tional equivalence between two source files through static
analysis. The method is limited to simple programs without
recursion. This indicates that there could be potential for use
of static analysis, including differential static analysis, as a
debugging tool. The proposed methods are applied on source
files that have been changed, but are expected to keep the
same intended functionality. When migrating a build system,
the source code remains the same, but the resulting build
artifacts are new. Differential static analysis could be applied
to build artifacts from before and after migration in order to
gauge the success of the new build system.

Related work
Ensuring reliability of a build system is crucial. The ever-
increasing complexity gives raise to higher cost of mainte-
nance. The struggles with maintaining the build system can
lead to delays, as with the launch of Firefox 3.0 where the
main cause was the linking of an incorrect SQLite version
[8]. In the case with KDE, a free software community, when
working on the KDE 3 project [14], the entire development
had to be halted due to the difficulty comprehending the
build architecture. It was eventually resolved by migrating
to a more appropriate build system, their migration started in
August 2005 and ended in April 2006. The lack of support for
an easy transition between build systems has the potential
to make transitions very costly.

To ensure stability; the build system and the source code
need to co-evolve [9]. In a 2012 study [14], the authors ana-
lyze the overhead of build maintenance imposed on devel-
opers by studying one proprietary and nine open source
projects. They find that build systems demand significant
maintenance. A total of 4-16% of source code work items in
the Java projects and 27% of source code work items in the
C projects required an accompanying build change. Further-
more, 8–20% of test-code work items in the analyzed Java
projects and 44% of test-code work items in the analyzed C
project required an accompanying build change. The authors
emphasize that build maintenance needs to explicitly take
project plans and budgets into account due to the magnitude
of overhead it imposes. Due to the lower coupling between
the source code and the build system we estimate that build
configuration for the regular source code will be a good start-
ing point for automated translation. The complexity of the
test build targets will present more challenges and thus be
more time consuming.
A manual transaction is not feasible in a large system,

and automated approaches have been explored [4]. However
there’s only a small number of studies that discuss the chal-
lenges, pitfalls and the successes during a migration, which
creates difficulties when trying estimate the the cost and the
complexity. With this study we hope to bring some more
insight in the practical aspects of the migration process.

The C/C++ build system
Compiling C/C++ programs consists of multiple steps, the
main ones being the preprocessor, compiler and linker. The
build system needs to invoke these tools as "subcommands"
to execute the individual steps. Some of the tools will en-
compass more than one of these functionalities within a
single command, or they may split up these steps explicitly
by calling one command at a time.

2
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main.cc

Preprocessor

main.ii

Compiler

main.s

Assembler

main.o

Linker

main

includes

main.d

other.o

Source code

Preprocessed
source

Assembly code

Object files

Executable

Figure 1: Simplified view of the C/C++ compiler. The prepro-
cessor, compiler and assembler are shown as separate steps,
commonly they would be executed as a single command by
the user.

Preprocessor. The preprocessor examines the code before
compilation and resolves preprocessing directives, such as
external file inclusion, macros or conditional compilation.

Compilation. Compilation is the act of translating the pro-
gram source code into machine language. This machine code
is packaged in so-called “object files” together with a sym-
bol table, the table contains metadata for named “symbols”.
A symbol is simply a name with some metadata, generally
pointing to a specific section of the machine code.

Linker. In the linking process, multiple object files are com-
bined. Usually into a binary executable or a library. The
linker resolves the names within the symbol table to allow
code from one object file to find (and access) code in other
object files.

Make
The classic build tool Make [2] is often regarded as the go-
to solution for building software, and in the C/C++ world
it’s almost a standard. Make handles multiple build steps
with simple configuration files called Makefiles. Each “target”
result is configured with its own required dependencies, as
well as the commands required to build it. This way, Make
can easily assemble a chain of dependencies and build them

in order. Utilizing file system timestamps; the known source
files, dependencies and targets are tracked in an attempt to
avoid unnecessary duplicated work.

Bazel
Bazel is an open source build and test system developed by
Google. Initially developed as an internal tool at Google,
Bazel is built to handle large code bases with complex con-
figurations. The tool largely fills the same purpose as con-
ventional build systems, such as Make, Gradle or Maven.
In contrast to Make, Bazel uses more abstraction for tar-
gets and sources, differentiating between libraries, binaries,
scripts, and data sets. It is built from the ground up to support
large projects with multiple languages and tools. The entire
source project, including tests and dependencies, is tracked
and contained in order to parallelize work, cache results, and
eliminate unknown factors.

project

WORKSPACE

alice

BUILD

alice.cc

alice.h

test

bob

BUILD

...

Figure 2: Bazel workspace directory tree with the alice and
bob packages.

Bazel configuration. The project hierarchy of Bazel is struc-
tured as workspace → packaдe → rule . The workspace is
the root directory of a project, it is defined by containing
a “WORKSPACE” file. The workspace is split into individual
"packages", each package contains a “BUILD” file, which de-
fines the Bazel rules (see fig. 2). A rule defines one or more
targets, and the required source files; the rule can only di-
rectly require files below its own package directory. Both
the workspace and package configuration is written in a
high-level configuration language called Starlark. All build
targets are defined using these rules (see fig. 3). Rule imple-
mentation is abstracted from rule configuration. This gives
gives developers the freedom to specify simpler rules, and
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rely on an external toolchain which specifies how to build
the targets.

cc_library(

name = "alice",

srcs = ["alice.cc"],

hdrs = ["alice.h"],

deps = ["//bob"]

)

cc_test(

name = "test",

srcs = ["test/alice_test.cc"],

deps = [":alice"]

)

Figure 3: Example BUILD file with Bazel rules in Starlark.

Common terms
Software is as diverse as there are software developers. Still,
there are some common pieces that we need to mention.
The following distinctions are of specific importance in this
report, because the build system needs to reflect these differ-
ences to some extent.

Libraries. The library is a collection of code that’s intended
to be reused by other programs. In the context of C/C++, a
library is composed of interface header files and implementa-
tion. The interface headers are explicitly separated from the
implementation in order to exclusively define the interface
(exposed functionality) to other programs.

Unit tests. Unit tests are programs that execute important
program code with the express intent of exposing faults and
ensuring its proper function. Unit tests are built with code
that is separate from the library or binary executable. Most
libraries will have their own set of tests that can be built and
executed in order to ensure proper functionality.

Mock objects. In object-oriented programming, mock objects,
or simply mocks, are used as a stand-in for the default imple-
mentation of an object. Mocks can be an important part of
unit tests because they allow separate testing of code with-
out being dependent on the specific implementation of an
external library.

3 AUTOMATED TRANSLATION
The basic requirement for the new build system is to replicate
the build of the original system, but using Bazel configuration.
We attempted to automate these first steps:

(1) Identify package candidates
(2) Identify explicit targets for the packages

(3) For each target, identify their dependencies
(4) Produce Bazel packages with rules for the identified

targets
This was done in order to see how far it would take us in
regards to successfully building targets (RQ1), and what hin-
dered us on the way (RQ2). To evaluate the results of this
new build system, we analyzed how close the result was to
the original. See section 4.

Identifying package candidates
Since Bazel groups targets as packages, we had to identify
which directories to turn into packages. Alfred is configured
on a higher level than regular Make, using the abstraction
of “modules”. These modules have a structure that is close
to that of Bazel packages, and as such they were directly
identified as package candidates. Each module may consist
of multiple configuration files, which we use to produce a
Bazel package.

Extracting target information from Make system
In “Alfred” each distinct module is specified with Make
configuration, each module defines its source and interface
(header) files, as well as separately specifying tests and mock
files. All of this build information is specified in variables,
rather than as Make targets, so that Alfred can assemble the
actual Make targets and their respective commands required
to build them.
Because Alfred is still Make in the background, full use

of Make expressions and statements is permitted, including
loops and conditionals, use of environment variables, imports
of other Make files, etc. Because of the possible complexity
of these Make files, we limited ourselves to extracting the
initial subset of information required to produce our Bazel
rules. Starting with imports and variables, we evaluated the
Make variable statements in order to give us accurate values
reflecting the same data that Alfred would have used.

Producing Bazel rules
We identified the common major types of build targets that
need to be produced; module libraries, mock libraries and
unit tests. Using a simple rule system, individual Make vari-
ables and imports were identified as source files or depen-
dencies (see fig. 4). Dependencies were included when our
tool could find them, some implicit ones were be added au-
tomatically.

Resolving external files. Bazel doesn’t allow file inclusion
across module boundaries. If the Make configuration refers
to a source code file rather than a module, we have to find
the parent module for that external file. Depending on the
context, we either included the file as a file label, or we
included the entire library as a dependency. When adding

4
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# excerpt from alice/if.mk

INC_DIR += ${ALICE_DIR}/inc

# excerpt from alice/impl.mk

include ${BOB_DIR}/greg/if.mk

include ${BOB_DIR}/steve/if.mk

SRC_DIR += ${ALICE_DIR}/src

SRC_FILES += ${BOB_DIR}/utils/utils.cc

SRC_FILES += ${BOB_DIR}/utils/format.cc

$ translate alice

# excerpt from alice/BUILD

cc_library(

name = "alice",

srcs = glob(["src/*"]),

hdrs = glob(["inc/*.h"]),

deps = [

"//bob/greg",

"//bob/steve",

"//bob/utils",

]

)

Figure 4: Simplified translation from Alfred to Bazel.

the entire module as a dependency, the project is likely to
become over-dependent, since it’s dependent on the entire
module rather than the single file. This will work as a start,
even if it’s not optimal.
By using the same shell environment as when building

with Alfred, we could automatically expand the proper envi-
ronment variables into their full paths, distinguish whether
the file belongs to the module itself, or if it belonged to an-
other module, in which case we could turn them into Bazel
labels (see fig. 5).

${BOB_DIR}/utils/utils.cc

/some/absolute/path/project_root/bob/utils/utils.cc

//bob/utils

Figure 5: An external source file path is turned into amodule
dependency.

Configuring the Bazel toolchain
The default rules for compiling C/C++ in Bazel has some
differences from Alfred. We need to replicate some of these
differences by customizing the C/C++ “toolchain” in Bazel.
The toolchain specifies important configuration of the build,
such as which tools/compilers to use, what flags to use, even

which standard libraries to compile with. Preferably in a
solution where the target platform can be swapped between
different versions.

Finding missing dependencies
The source code project that we were migrating has an un-
fortunate property. All modules depend on the workspace
root for inclusion. This means that any source code file could
refer to any other file that resides in any other module, even
if that module hasn’t been referenced in the build system
configuration. We should not specify the root as a library to
include from. Specifying the root as a dependency defeats
the purpose of having explicit dependencies in the first place.
Either way, Bazel would not allow it. As soon as a subdirec-
tory is identified as a package, Bazel disallows direct access
of those files, because the files have to be covered by some
rule in their package.

We were unable to carry over these implicit dependencies
in translation of the Make files. Instead, we explore this as
an additional step after the translation has concluded. We
simply attempted to build all the Bazel targets, and parse the
error output from the compiler. This information should be
enough to identify which package the missing file resides in.
We would then inject all of the identified dependencies into
the appropriate rules.
This injection of found dependencies had to be done in

multiple iterations, since we would only get errors for the
first missing header whenever attempting to build a target.
This led us to the following method:

(1) Attempt to build all Bazel targets
(2) Extract missing headers from errors
(3) Find the parent modules for each of the headers
(4) Inject the modules as dependencies into the Bazel rules
(5) Repeat until no new dependencies are found

4 EVALUATION: ANALYZING BUILD ARTIFACTS
The translation effort gave us a base success rate, telling us
which targets were built, and which failed. Just because a
build was successful, it doesn’t mean that it was done so
correctly. We explored a method of analyzing build artifact
differences before and after migration, to better understand
the differences between the two build systems (RQ3). Build
artifacts consist of all the intermediary files, resulting files,
and debug side effects produced during the build process.
Since both build systems use the GCC tools, they would both
produce most of the same build artifacts. For our analysis,
we built the same source code twice (once with Alfred, and
once with Bazel) and compared the build artifacts from both
builds.

5
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Success criteria
When analysing the build artifacts, we set a simplified suc-
cess criteria to make it automatically measurable. We made
the assumption that file similarity would indicate some mea-
sure of correctness. When applicable we extracted some
specific data to analyse the similarities more closely. The
simplified success criteria was defined as: the closer we are
to the original, the greater the success.

Preprocessor dependency lists
The GCC compiler uses a variety of included file dependen-
cies in the preprocessing stage. While some of the files or
directories are specified in the command that’s executed, a
large number is included from default system libraries. All
the file paths to these inclusions are saved in a “Make” format
(a partial Make rule which only specifies the file dependen-
cies, also known as a .d file), intended to be used for build
systems or debugging purposes.

Our analysis tool compared the .d files from the two build
systems, in order to assess whether there were any added or
removed dependencies, as well as finding obvious differences
within the path names.

Object files
For an initial analysis of object files, we focused on the sym-
bol table. While the symbol table doesn’t tell us much about
the difference in semantics of executable code; the size, po-
sition and symbol types could give hints to a difference be-
tween two compilations. We analyzed the same object files,
but compiled with the different build systems. Symbol table
information was extracted from the object files using the
standard GNU nm 3 command. The information was then
processed by gathering statistics for symbols that differ be-
tween both versions of the object file, sorted into categories
of which type of difference was identified.

Investigating anomalies. After identifying that a change has
been introduced in a object file, a disassembly tool was used
(radare2 4) to manually investigate what was changed, and
how it may have impacted the build artifact.

Evaluating similarity. To evaluate the similarity of the build
artifacts, we employed an accuracy metric of the number of
unchanged symbols within the union of both symbol tables,
to produce a similarity score. No emphasis was made on the
type of change which was introduced.

similarity =
|{A} ∩ {B}|
|{A} ∪ {B}| (1)

3www.sourceware.org/binutils/docs/binutils/nm.html
4www.radare.org/

A is the set of unique symbols from the symbol table
produced by Alfred and B is the set of unique symbols from
the symbol table produced by Bazel.
To use a contrasting comparison method, we also em-

ployed the binary diffing tool “radiff2”. It produces a byte-
wise similarity score using Levenshtein distance [7]. This
way, we could investigate whether there were any other
differences, even when we couldn’t see a difference in the
symbols.

5 RESULT
The translation effort successfully produced Bazel packages
for all 59 identified modules. For these modules, a total of
113 individual Bazel rules were automatically generated. An
additional 4 rules were written for the toolchain, and two
hand-written rules to encompass specific inclusion directo-
ries. After all translation efforts; every non-test library was
successfully built.

Rules generated and built
Rule Generated Built
Library 39 39
Test-only library 20 6
Test 34 7
Mock library 20 20
Total 113 72

Interpretation of Make configuration. Extracting the infor-
mation from Make files was successful, we could identify
all the information we expected to handle. Some statements
were effectively ignored, but included as comments for future
improvement.

Bazel rules. The translation script created BUILD files for all
59 identified packages. All packages produced at least one
library rule, with up to three additional rules depending on
the context. Mock library rules were created if the module
had amock specification. Tests rules were created in the same
way, following existing Make directives. Additionally, in the
case where mock files were identified, a file export directive
was added to support the workflow of compositing mock
libraries with mock files from other modules (see “Resolving
external files”).

Resolving external files. Direct external dependencies in the
Alfred configuration were resolved in two ways. The first
case was with direct file inclusions, they were only used in
the case of mock libraries. Mock libraries would regularly
depend on individual mock files from other modules. To
solve these; the sources were included as full Bazel labels on
the dependant side, and the dependee would export all of its
mock files. The other case was when headers were included
across module boundaries. In this case, we simply added the
module library as a full dependency.

6
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Configuring the Bazel toolchains. Creating the toolchain re-
quired a deeper understanding of the functionality of both
systems. The toolchain configuration replicated the Alfred
functionality for supporting target platforms. An effort was
made to support multiple target platforms, although only
one was tested.

Fixing missing dependencies. After translation, we were able
to build 29 out of 39 non-test targets and 6 out of 34 test
targets successfully. After 4 iterations of injecting dependen-
cies into the rules, we finally built all 39 non-test targets but
still only 7 out of 34 test targets. A total of 15 dependency
injections were performed where 7 different targets were
added as dependencies. A large number of missing header
files couldn’t be tied to a target. The total number of missing
dependencies will always be unknown before they’ve all
been resolved, but all failing builds at this point were due to
missing dependencies. Only one dependency was added to
more than one target, being added to 9 different targets; a
test library that was lost in translation.

Analysis
Analyzing preprocessor dependency list. The analysis was able
to find some differences between the dependency lists. In our
final translated solution, we were unable to find distinct dif-
ferences from the previous build system. Since lists are only
generated when a compilation is successful, this method was
unable to analyse any of the failing build targets. In order
to elicit real differences, we attempted to use this analysis
after changing the target platform. This time, we identified
some obvious targets that had no difference in inclusion,
while others had a rather high amount of differences. When
scanning through these manually, we could see a small num-
ber of cases where files were actually added or omitted, but
the majority was due to difference in file paths, for different
versions of libraries.

Analyzing Object Files. When comparing the symbol tables
we found that after the migration, 73 out of 97 object files
had 100% similarity score which yields a mean value 99.4021
±0.295 with 95% confidence level over all targets. The object
files where symbol tables deviated from the original build has
a similarity score of 97.4783 ±0.87 with a confidence level of
95%, see figure 6. 23 out of 24 build artifacts that introduced
anomalies were due to symbols that had been automatically
generated by the build system and lacked coupling to the
source code. An example is shown in figure 7 where symbols
.LC12 and .LC25 introduced anomalies in the specific build
target.

Symbols with introduced anomalies were used as a guide
to manually navigate the disassembled files to identify the
cause. A disassembled target from figure 7 is displayed in
figure 8, looking at the code surrounding the .LC12 symbol.
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Figure 6: The similarity score from the 24 out of 97 object
files where anomalies were found.
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Figure 7: Symbols from a symbol table that have changed in
size after the migration.

6 DISCUSSION
While all of the non-test targets were successfully migrated,
we failed migrating the majority of the tests, as well as some
test-only libraries. The main reason for this was dependency
issues, seemingly a mix of implicit dependencies and external
libraries.

The original system provides some standardisation on top
of Make, but the system doesn’t enforce them very strongly.
This have led to issues with implicit dependencies, overde-
pendencies, dependencies of entire directory trees, etc. These
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Figure 8: After identifying the symbols that differ in size, further investigation is done with the disassembly tool radare2
to identify the cause of the anomaly. In this example, the reason for anomalies is due to a string that represent the parent
filename for debugging. It’s not supported by the new system, so it has the placeholder “Bob.cc” instead.

issues were more common in tests since they were more
likely to reuse testing and mocking structures.
These issues made automated migration difficult, espe-

cially since the new system is stricter in enforcing its stan-
dards.

Tracking dependencies
Looking at the actual errors we got when attempting test
builds, the main cause seemed to be missing dependencies.
Many of these were external dependencies that the transla-
tion missed. There is another layer of external dependency
management in the original build system, and replicating its
full functionality would have been too time consuming to
complete within our scope.

In the cases where translation was successful, the required
dependencies were definitely carried over. Unfortunately, we
don’t know which of the dependencies were actually needed.
With more time, perhaps we could have used the analysis
tools to reduce these potential overdependencies.

Complexity of tests
We had some anticipation for the complexity that we would
find in test suites when we started, but it was still quite an
underestimation. We spent a major part of the translation
effort chasing problems in test targets. We got closer to some
extent, even if the results don’t show it, but it is difficult to
estimate what is left to do. As found in [14], changes in tests
are much more likely to require changes to the build. This
could indicate a higher coupling between test functionality
and build system functionality. Our results certainly indicate

that the complexity of build configuration for tests is quite a
bit higher than that of non-test code.

Toolchain configuration
The toolchain replicated some of the functionality of the
original system, only supporting one of the many target
platforms that Alfred supports. Since the toolchain migration
was not part of our main effort, its functionality was kept to
the minimum that was needed. Thus the portability of this
system is questionable.

Preprocessor dependency lists
A closer inspection of the results revealed that our method
for detecting changed dependencies with complex paths was
inaccurate. This led to some changes being missed. Our so-
lution simply compared the last few parts of the inclusion
path to identify the paths as being the same file. A better
solution could be to use a similarity metric on a larger part
of the path before we identify them as the same file.

Method validity
Our methods were developed specifically within the scope
of this migration effort. There’s a larger ecosystem of soft-
ware projects that build on the original build system. When
we limited our scope to a single source code module, we
somewhat avoided the true complexity of the situation.

Migration steps. The initial migration steps that we identified
were chosen by necessity, without regard to any general
guidelines. We can’t claim that these steps could be applied
to other projects, nor whether it’s the optimal approach.
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Analyzing Object Files. The analysis of the object files gave
fast feedback of an estimated state of the system but lacked
concrete directive for actions to take when the similarity
score was unsatisfying. The runtime complexity ofO(n2),n =
number o f bytes for Levenshtein distance makes it unfeasi-
ble when working with large-scale systems due to the size
of some of the build artifacts. In our environment, comput-
ing the Levenshtein distance for 2MB files with a 2.8GHz
processor took close to 1h.

Object file similarity. The relation between our symbol table
similarity score and the Levenshtein distance shows that,
in numerous occasions, the similarity metric gives false-
positives whether or not any change has occurred. This can
be observed in figure 9. The circumstances where the meth-
ods overlap and produce similar results does not give any
valuable insight at the moment, and need further investiga-
tion. The similarity score doesn’t necessarily give an indi-
cation whether the semantics of the build artifacts are the
same due to different register allocation or basic block re-
ordering. An established binary diffing tool could have been
used [3] to investigate the semantic differences, however
this approach was abandoned due to expensive licensing. We
based our methods on a success criteria which states that
similarity of results indicates correctness of the system. The
lack of successfully migrated tests creates challenges when
evaluating the validity of this success criteria.

Comprehension of the original system. As a third party with-
out deep insight into the use and development of the original
Make based system, we have had to make assumptions. As-
sumptions in regards to how the system is intended to work,
and in regards to how it’s used in practice. This makes our
method less likely to work for different parts of the organi-
zation where the same build system is employed, depending
on how they interpret the correct use of the system.

Source reliability. The previous research in the field is still
quite limited. A large body of research is done by the same
group of researchers within the relatively short time span
(2008-2015). While this could indicate expertise, there’s also
a risk of bias, if it’s more like an echo chamber.

Our work in a broader context
Access to modern software build solutions—in all organiza-
tions, big and small—gives faster response for development
and makes efficient working practices available to more de-
velopers. This enables competition on a global market, even
for smaller companies who don’t have a large supporting
structure to allow these types of fast builds required for short
iteration times.

7 CONCLUSION
Large-scale build systems are inherently complex. Previous
research shows quite clearly that the increasing complexity
of software requires an increasingly complex build solution.
This has been no exception. We explored the first steps in
migrating a smaller piece of software, but from a core build
system that supports a very complex software ecosystem.
Automated translation seems like a feasible start to mi-

grate build system configuration; automatically identifying
targets, extracting source files and dependencies, and produc-
ing an initial set of new configuration files(RQ1). This could
take developers a long way in reducing the initial effort of
migration, and removing a substantial amount of manual
labor, even if some manual refinement is required.
When automating these first steps of migration, we en-

countered some challenges that complicated things (RQ2).
Many dependencies were indirect or implicit, making us un-
able to successfully build those targets. Test code was much
more likely to require external or implicit dependencies, as
well as being more dependant on the environment. Support-
ing the target platforms of the original system was shown
to require a lot of manual overhead.
Identifying real anomalies (RQ3) proves difficult at the

earlier stages of migration, and while we were able to find
a lot of data that shows real differences between the results
before and after migration, more research is needed to draw
meaningful conclusions.
We conclude that, while automation may not effectively

provide the entire migration from A to B, it provides a very
good starting point.

Future work
We believe that many of our methods of analysis barely
scratched the surface of what information could be extracted
from differences in build artifacts. An important factor for
validating a build system is, after all, the unit tests. If we
had the time to continue evaluating the new build system;
seeing how test success or failure relates to the results of our
analysis could prove valuable.

Inspecting Preprocessed Code. Another interesting approach
to analysis is in the preprocessed code. We could force the
preprocessor to output the entire preprocessed source code
before it starts the compilation. Even if the preprocessed
source might be too large to perform meaningful static anal-
ysis, it still contains some interesting debugging information
that could be extracted.

Fixing flaws during migration. In this study we have mainly
explored the process of migrating a system from its current
state, and realized that bad habits and mistakes of developers
are likely to carry over into the new system. We believe that
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Figure 9: The comparison of 97 symbol tables shows that the majority of symbol tables remain unchanged with regards to size,
position and type after the migration to the new build system. The Levenshtein distance shows that there are changes in the
object files that we can’t identify when using our tools.

some of our methods for analysis could be useful in finding
some of these flaws, such as implicit dependencies, and help
correcting these mistakes instead of replicating them in the
new build system.

Advanced binary analysis. As an alternative validationmethod
we propose to investigate if a deeper binary validationmethod
based on techniques in [3] would be useful. The original pur-
pose of the method is to identify changes in patched versions
of an executable, revealing the vulnerability that the patch
intended to eliminate. The system analyzes the control flow
of the binary by using a graph isomorphism technique, sym-
bolic execution, and theorem proving to reduce noise that get
introduced during a build such as different register allocation
and basic block re-ordering.
Another study proposes the use of Tree Edit Distance

(TED) to identify bugs in binaries between versions [13]. The
runtime complexity of TED is O(n2mloд(m)) with m and n
nodes respectively. The runtime complexity of binary diffing
has been found problematic in our study due to the large
size of binaries, however the proposed prepossessing step of
symbolic simplification makes the method promising.
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